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IlfitODUCTIOH

In what way is learning influenced by strength of motivation?

Specifically, will a habit learned irnder "strong" motivation be

snore resistant to experimental extinctijan than the same sort of

habit learned under "iaoderate" siotivation? fhis is one aspect of

the broad problem of the role motivation plays in the deteroii-

nation of behavior.

Since the passing of tiie early theoretical formulations in-

volving a constancy hypothesis, an assumption of a point to point

correspondence between specific situation and specific reaction,

motivational vai^iables have coiae to play increasingly important

roles in theoretical descriptions of the determination of behavior.

Early association theories had treated association between stimu-

lus and response as a sufficient basis for the formation and

utilization of habits. Somewhat later, field theorists like Lewin

proposed motivational constructs, such as tensions and valences,

as Esajor components of their theories, siodern reinforcement

theories, such as that of Hull, recognize the dependence of learn-

ing upon aiotivational variables, e.g., reinforcement through

need-reduction . Therefore, it is evident that currently in-
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riuential syateaatic tiieories take cognizance of the need to come

to grips with motivational factors. But before entering into a

further discussion of the motivation and learning relations in

these modern theories, it shall be our purpose to briefly review

the historical development of motivational theory.

The earliest formulations of tne relation of motivation and

learning were derived frora studies which were aimed at the classi-

fication and ranking of needs and tiierefore bore a close resem-^

blance to the attempts of ^'instinct theorists'* to catalog in-

stincts. In the typical sort of experiment, obstruction box or

f-maze techniques were used to measure the relative strength of

1
needs by means of quantifications of perforsiance

.

The relation of needs to learning was frequently investi-

gated, particularly on the American scene, where learning came to

be regarded as a foundation problem in psychology. Most studies

involved the aaze training of groups of aniinals under various

motivational states, inferred fraa deprivation of food, v/ater,

sex satisfaction, etc. Comparisons of speed of performance, nuia-

ber of errors, and period of intention of the maze running habits

were made and led to general statements such as those of Katz,

"Dodson has shown that aniaai leaiulng is dependent upon degree

of hunger in the sense that, if reward is held constant, the

greater the hunger the more rapid the learning. ..." and

Summaries of this early work will be found in Moss (12),
Katz (6), and Young (18).

"^Aniaals and ^en, p. 157
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loxmg, who concluded from, an experiment by Ligon that **Consider-

ing the total experiment. It is apparent that the speed of learn-

ing varies in general, but not unifomly, with the duration of

the food-privation period."

General statements drawn from aaze experiraents, such as the

statements of Katz and Xoung above, are useless for adequate

theory construction in psychology for at least one basic reason*

Th&j fail even to attempt to distinguish the role of motivation

In those saodifi cations of the organism which are called learning,

from the role of siotivation in stimulating, energizing, and sus- \

taining behavior, ileasures of time and errors in a siaze ai'e

perforiaance measures and are useful for saaking sofue indirect in-

ferences about leai'ning, but they do not directly mirror the

process of habit acquisition. Thus, on the basis of perforjiance

measuies derived from training, it is Impossible to differentiate

effects of motivational level upon the acquisition of the maze

running habits, from the effect of motivational level upon the

energizing of already ejd sting habits « Before quantitative ex-

perimental studies could begin to illuminate the complex problem

area of the relations of aotivation, learning, and performance,

it was necessary to recognize that within that area at least two

general sets of problems arise. 3?hese are the role of various

motivational factors in the organismic processes which underly

Motivation of ijehavlor, pp. 116-17.
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learning, and the effects of motivational systems in the utili-

zation of already existing iiabits.

Gradually, tiieorlsts began to distinguish these two probleia

areas, and by 1935 heep&r was able to write that many psycholo-

gists, beginiitiig \?ith iiasLley in 19S9, had called for a dis-

tinction of the functional role of motivation In the processes

of habit acquisition from the role of motivation In iiabit utili-

sation, although this distinetion had not been made In actual

empirical studies (10 )•

It is Important to note that tiieorlsts who accepted the dis-

tinction of iJiotivational influences in habit acquisition and

habit utilization did not thereby necessarily arrive at sicailar

conceptions of those s-aotivational effects. Several tneoi'ists

have £5xade tentative cosfeaitments in tnis area, despite the lack of

definitive eiapirical evidence. Aiaong these, we may conveniently

point to the divergent general positions of reinforcement and

field theories. While the theory of Professor Hull identifies

4
reinfoi'cement with need-reduction and lays great emphasis upon

the prifoary role of reinforcement in habit acquisition, field

theories, such as that of Professor ToLaan, do not accept rein-

forcement as a necessary coaditlon for learriing, but rather point

to the latent-learning studies as supporting:;; their contention

4
Hull* 3 critic! sai of Pavlov and Guthrie for their failure

to accept need-reauctlon as esseritial to I'elnforcement bring
out this point (5, pp. 76-79;.
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that learning takes place witiaout reduction of what is assuaied

to be the dominant drive, e.g., without food reward in the case

of animals «^ich have been deprived of food prior to their train-

ing in the ;riase •

ThB tentative and programatic natui*e of the commitinents

which various theories have Raad© in the ai»ea of motivation and

behavior should be recogriized. 'The iiesitancy of theorists to

make deteniiinate codomitmenta would seem entirely justified in

view of the coxaplexity of motivational problems, and the paucity

of relevant empirical information. Eost of the eiapirical evidence

available today concerns the hunger drive, yet neither physiolo-

gists nor psychologists have anything like an adequate set of

data on hunger, only one of many drive systems. There seeras to

b© no a priori basis for an assumption that all drive systems

operate according to a single, simple quantitative function. But

even if that ass'omption were true, there is as yet no evidence

as to the fora of the functional relation evea for a single drive.

Furthermore, after more complete evidence with regard to a single

drive is obtained, it will be necessary to iiivestir;ate differ-

ences which may be due to qualitative differences among drives.

We have already seen that the analysis of complex relations

in the general area of motivation, learning, and perforiaance de-

mands that we distinguish two classes of problems, the role of

motivational factors In the acquisition of habits, and the role

of motivational factors in the utilization of already existing

habits. The present experiment falls in the first of these
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eategories, but for purposes of establisMrig tJoe context in its

braadest scope, w& siaall brlaflj review tto© progress that iiaa

beea made towaM the clarification of the rel&tioa af ?jiotivatlon

SBd perfomanc©. fh© sd^erifc of th© Skiimer box teeiiniques and

tha ©laboratioH of MiiXX*s deduetiw fciaeory provided a new

impetus to ©mptMeai stadles in tMM problem as»©-a, one of the

piorieering Investigations' beiag the P^rin experiment (14), which

was clos®!!" -t'el^ted to the dairelopiiient of a erxielal part of

Hull's theory. Si" varjiiig pi*«i?ious learaihg and eurrent drive

8t,r©ngth, Ferln. atteiapted to measure th© influence of those vaxi-

a'folss np'&n iserfomaiioe* fbe results, whieh inoioated that pre-

vious learrilKsg aii<i current 4riv© strength eombine according to a

multiplieatlve funetlon to cietermine the tendency to performs a a

lemriied haMt;, served m a l^aslc source for Eull's ^postulate 7*'^

Oh priimrf motivation* the Ferirs-Hull equations represent the

first tentative stateMeut of qumtitatlv© relations between

habit strength, present drive* una behavior.

'Further elarlfication of the detes^iaants of the magnitude

of response was provided hj the Koch-Daniel (9) and Saltzman (15)

experiments. Extrapolations of the Perin-Hull fujaction were

found to be grossly in eri'or at low levels of current drive

strength? and suggeativ© ©videac© on the question of "fujictional

autonomy of motives'* ms secured. Contrary to the prediction of

the Perln-Mull equations, when extrapolated, satiated aniiaals

did not perform the bar-depression habit, and it was found that

short periods of food deprivation following satiation produced
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large increases in i'esponse tendency.

fiistox^leaily, most theorists nave accepted the generalizatioQ

that efficiency of perforsiance of well-learned habits is in part

determined by the level of motivation, e.g., the period of de-

privation preceding perfomance. 57his generalization will play

an important part in any discussion of the effects of strength of

motivation in the learning situation, because behavior in the

learning situation becomes performance as soon as more than one

trial is given, therefore, it has seeraed advisable to review

some of the basic quantitative studies of this mot ivation-perform-

ance relation. We have noted that the series of investigations

beginning with the work of Perin have substantiated and expanded

the historically accepted generalization.

Ws have briefly sugi^eated that there are divergent current

generalizations eoncer^iing the motivatioa-^habit acquisition re-

lations, e.^«, the reinforcement position as contrasted to the

si^-learning formulation. The ai?a of the present ixivestlgation

is to seek quantitative empirical data bearing on the motivation-

habit acquisition relations. We have suggested tiiat tnere is no

a priori basis for assuming timt a generalized stateaient of re-

lation will be found useful in this problea area, but similarly

there is no reason to assuae that such a broad fornialation may

not be obtainea. Only experimentation can decide the aiatter.

We have suggested tiiat early studies of the role of moti-

vational variables in learning were of limited utility for theory

construction, largely because of the failure of expyrimentalists
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-to distinguish adeqaatoiy the acquisition of habits from the

perforiaaace of already learned habits « However, when Hull pub-

lished his theory of beha?iorj he offered as one of his central

assumptioas **postulate 3" which p^arports to state the conditions -

governing the acquisition of habits. In this postulate it Is

stated that growth of habit strength is a function of nanaber of

reiaforcemeats, properties of the reward, stimulus-response

asynchronlsm, and delay in reward, fhis explicit listing of the

determinants of habit growth opened the way for quantitative

studies of relations between tmse and othei* variables and the

ac€julsition of habits, As we shall see, several experimenters

specifically formulated tneir problems in an attempt to test the

adequacy of hull's list of determinants of habit acquisition,

Particularly, the oalssioa of dzdve strength, as a determinant

of Increiaeat of habit resulting from reinforceraent, stlmTAlated

research, since previously sosie relation between drive strength

and learning had been generally accepted by many workers in the

field of motivation.

Asaong the experiments which are to one degree or another

relevant to the relation of strength of motivation and habit

acquisition, there are various sorts of ^aaze learning studies

and also several investigations of bar-depression habits. Though

all these e^cperiaents may be interpreted as falling witnin the

same general problem area, they are far frora identical as to

either specific topic or methodology. It snail be our purpose

below briefly to describe several of these laotivation-learning
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studies In oj?iler' thai; the present experijaent smj be viewed ia

the context of thB other attempts to obtain ©inpirical iaforraatian

coficerni33g tb© effects upon leai^nlng of \rariatloBS in the strength

of motiiratloii* •

We have prBvlonBlf presented a discussion of the general re-

sults of maze ©xperlaents In which the distinction between habit

aeqmisitioh and habit utilization aras not raade, Of the several

recent imze experiments which have bee a performed with the ex-

periia©Rt@r ^xplieitl^r aware of the necessity for this distinction,

we shall discuss first th© ICendler study (3}, Kendler's primary

interest was in the problem of drive interaction, but coricotait-

antly he sotight to Investigate the motlvatlQa-hablt acquisition

relatiofi, as we see from his statement that, **fhe present experi-

ments were designed to ascertain whether drive 3tr-en,iith (D) was

on© of the variables determining habit strength (sHr). ..."

{6, p. 183), Drive was varied by varying the intensity of non-

rewarded thlrat co-existent with a standard degree of hunger, and

the learning task was a T-maze iiabit, with habit acquisition

measured by the nuj^ber of trials inquired to attain a criterion

of efficient perfomanee and by the speed of releaming after a '

period away from the maze. In original learaing the "high"

drive groups tended to attain the criterion in fewer trials than

the '^low" drive groups. In relearnlng the oiaze under equated

drive conditions, the animals that had pi'eviously been trained

under '*low'* motivation tended to exceed the formerly "high"

drive animals in speed of relearning, a fact attributed by Kendler

to the higher number of reinforcements they had previously
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received. Me suggetted that the results of this experiment

support Hull's omission of drive strength as a variable determin-

ing babit acquisition.

About the same time that ilendler was finding strength of

drive unrelated to habit acquisition, Macl>uff (11 ) performed a

T-maze experiiaent in which her Intent was to Investigate the re-

lation of strength of drive during learning to the subsequent re-

tention of the lear»ned habit. In the Hullxan terns used by Kend-

ler, perfoBiianc© tests indicating retention s^oulc be equivalent

to measures of reactloB potential, which is assumed to be a

function of habit strength. Using drive strengths of 12, 24, and

48 hours food deprivation, MaeDuff tested the retention of siaze

2?unnlng efficiency after 2 weeks and after 6 weeks, in both in-

stances after equalization of drive. The results indicated that

after tiie shorter interval, i-^ts that had been trained under nighe

drive conditions slightly outperformed the 12 hour group, while

after 6 weeks no differences were evident. MacDuff 's obtained

differences fell short of statistical significance, but because

of their eonslsvency she Interpreted thea to mean that drive

during learning does effect retention, or transposing as we have

indicated above, habit strength.

The third recent ciaze experiiaent which is relevant to the

motivation and habit acquisition relation is an Investi^^iation of

rats running a straightaway for a water rewaru. 0*Kelly and

Heyer (13) trained groups uiider three eond-Itions of thirst; 12

and 36 hours water deprivation and 36 hours deprivation followed
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l/S hmxt' bef^i^e i^mxiiug the alley by a drink aaounting to 2/3

of a uorm&l 36 hour water intake, fhen after 3 and 6 weeks, the

3 groups rel©arae4 the strai giitawaj running habit with equalized

thirst drive. When tlm releaming trial speeds were averaged

for each group, statistically significant differences in running

spBed were found, «lth the 36 hour deprivation and the 36 hour

pre-rtia drink groups exceeding the speed of the 12 hour rats.

Even after 6 weeks, the 36 hour gi'oup was reported to be signifi-

eantly faster than the 12 hour group, 0*lelly and Heyer inter-

preted the results as a critical conf Irssation of iacDuff 's some-

what inconclusive finding that d,riv© intensity daring tx^aining

is a deteraioant of habit acquisition.

fh® last of the maze studies that we will discuss ia the

0ji$if©rim@jst performed by Beward and iiis associates (17), in which

a single uatl f-aaxe spatial diseriadnation was learned, then

releamed to the opposite side under 2 drive conditions, and

finally tested uzader equal drive levels, fhree groups of rats

were used, and thirst was the experimentally varied drive. All

groups learned to run to one end box, and then in the second

stage of the experiment the i.icentive was shifted to the opposite

end box, and 2 of the groups were given "reversal" training. Be-

fore reversal training, one group was satiated for water and

the other deprived for 22 hours, and these groups were given an

equal number of foi^oed runs. I'he third stage of the study in-

volved all 3 groups with the animals allowed free runs in the

maze under equal motivational conditions, and the number of
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r©v®i'S#d oJrioices r©coi:'(i©d as the measujp© of iiabit stre/igtii re-

sultiag trrn^ Urn reversal trainiaes. ThB resalts showed that the

control group that had received no reversal training performed

th© reversed spatial diserlsiination least well, the group re-

traified und^r eondltioriB of satiation p^frfomed better, and the

group that had received reversal training after 22 hours depriva-

tion performed best of all. Seward's conclusion was that, "for

learning tinder such eondltions the relevant drive Is not neces-

sary but it helps" (17, p. 14 )• In a published account this

©xperlae^kt haa been iaterpf*eted as a demonstration that strength

of drive during learning affects tiie degree of learning, or a

further corroboration of the MaeDuff and 0 'Kelly and Heyer con-

olusios (16 )# la the final section of this report we shall dis-

cuss the relevance of thes# experiments to the motivation and

habit acquisition relation, but our purpose here is simply to

report tlie findings and conclusions of the several maze experi-

ments, and In ao doing, to point out that only Kendler's finding

supports Hull's oaaisslon of drive strength as a deterrd.nant of

habit strength; while the other 5 investigators purport to have

shown, to one degree of statistical significance or another,

that drive strength is directly related to habit acquisition,

fhe second group of recent experiments wnieh have been

performed In an attempt to obtain ejapirical infor^uation bearing

on the role of drive strength in the growth of habi t streng th is

made up of Skinner box studies perfomed by B'inan, Kendler,

Heathers and Arakelian, and Gunioiings, all of which have been
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reported in tii© journals, with the exception of the Ctuaainss

study. Finance work stands out as the first approach to the

probXora through the use of a ber-depresslon habit, and it Is

Important to not© that his results ?/er© the oaly ones available

to Hull at the time wheri PrlGclpXes of Behavior was published.

Flnas (3) deprived rata of food for 1, 1??, ^4, and 48 hours

and then gave thes 16 rei^iforeements In the Skinner box. All

groups ??ere next extinguished under equal hunger. Flaan^s in-

sults iodieated th&t for the lower levels of hunger, there ?/as a

direct relation between sti^fsgth of motivation and effeetiveness

of reinforceiaent , However this relation was not evident in the

©xtlnctloo seores of the M and 48 hour groups, tbose results

beisg similar to each other and both falling between the scores

of the 1 and 12 hour groups.

A detailed critique of the methodology eiKployed by t'lnaa

lifts aaact© by Guai^ngs (1}, Workiag in the early days of Sicinner

box research, Flnsa d.ld not utilise the relatively more con-

trolled techniques which were developed later. Gummin^s particu-

larly noted certain uncontrolled factors la Finan's tralniog

procedure^ as well as his us© of Inadequate satiation techniques,

as providing the basis for a stron^; doubt that bis experiment was

methodologically sound, Siallar considerations jnay have in-

fluenced Hull, who wrote that the results indicate ^that re-

duction of need is a critical factor la ti^se primary rel nl'orceaent

7
process. . . taough osaittln»i, strength of motivation froai his
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list of detemlnants of the increment of habit strength resulting

from training*

Kendler {7, 8) perforaaed two Skinner box experiments which

represent a further attack on the drive interaction problems.

They also yield at least suggestive evidence on the question of

whether drive strength is one of tkie variables dctenaining the

acquisition of habits. As in his maze work, Kendlcr varied drive

by varying the intensity of non-rewarded thirst co-existent vsrith ^

a standard level of hiaiger. In the first part of the study, ex-

periiaent I, the extinction tests were raede under conditions of

deprivation identical with those of the reinforcement situation,

while in the latter part of the study, experixaent XI, extinction

occurred after a unlfom food deprivation.

fiesults of experiment I indicate that resistance to ex-

tinction increases as a function of drive strength, up to 12

hours additional thix'stj, when drive is the same during reinforce-

ment and extinction. Extinction scores were lower for animals

operating under 22 hours water deprivation.

The second experiment, with extinction occurring after all

the animals had been equally deprived of food, produced no dif-

ferences in measures of tendency to perfom the bar-depression

habit. Kendler interpreted the x'esults of both Skinner box ex-

periments as further support for Hull's omission of drive strength

from the list of variables determining the increase of habit re-

sulting from reinforcement.

Heathers and Arakelian (4} sought to determine the effect of
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strength of motivation, at tli© time of extinction of a bar-

depreasion hatoit, upon the effectiveness of tiaat extinction.

Four groups of rats that iiad previously acquired the bar-de-

pression habit were extinguished under strong and weak levels of

hunger. After a period of "spontaneous recovery" the tendency to

perform the bar-depression I'esponse without reward was again

measured. The levels of hunger at this second extinction were

such that of the original 4 groups, one had been extinguished

twice under weak hunger, another twice under strong hunt^er, one

under first strong, then weak hunger, and the last unaer weak,

then atroag hunger* The sieasures obtained during the second ex-

tinction wei^ considered t^o \» indications of the effectiveness

of tile previous extinction.

Meathers and iirakeliaa*s first finding «as the cocmionly

noted fact that himgrier animals produce higher resistance to

extinction scores than do less hungry animals. But no significant

relation was found between the scoi»es from the second extinction

and the hunger level during the first extinction. Their con-

clusion was, therefore, that strength of motivation at the time

of extinction is not related to the long-range effectiveness of

the extinction, i.e., to the change in habit streciigth*

Cumraings undertook in 1946 to obtain a aore critical empiri-

cal test of the effect of Intensity of motivation during training

on the efficiency of learning. Finan had concluded that there

was a difference in the degree of learning produced by training
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rats under 1 and 15? liours hunger, bat that difference did not

seem to hold for hi^er levels of motivation. The indeterMnacy

of his fiodlRgs was further emphasized by the questions Cuiamirigs

raised as to the adequacy of methodology employed in arriving at

this non-continuous function, neither of the other Skinner box

studies is directly comparable to the B'inan experisaent, because,

as we lm¥© seen, Kendler varied drive by using hunger and addition-

al thirst, so that the lack of knowledge concerning drive inter-

action effects vitiates tlm slgalflcance of his results, while

Heathers and Arakeliao studied the effects of drive during a

prsllminary extinction test, not during habit acquiaitian. Thus,

having good reason to question the probability that Finan's re-

sults were accurate, Cuaeaings designed her experiment in such a

way as to repeat Plnan's problesi but avoid shortcomings of his

method. She gave 16 reinforcements to groups of rats that had

been deprived of food for 3 and 16 hours, and then after equaliz-

ing the hunger level of both groups, she extinguished the bar-

depression habit. Her groups were large, her satiation pro-

cedures rigorous, and her training techriiques xmifo2*in. When

Cujsmlngs coapar^ed aseasures of the speed of perfomence in the re-

inforcement situation, she found that the 16 hour group obtained

the reinforcements faster than did the 3 hour group; that is to

say, they performed faster during training. Furthermore, a

higher percentage of the 16 hour group attained the training

criterion. Si per cent as opposed to 52 per cent. Although she

found these diffeiwices in training behavior related to level of
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motivation, bar masures of resistance to ejttinction indicated

tiaat tiherm was no subsequent statistioally reliable difference

in tl£m habit wiiioa iiad been acquired during trairiiiag.

f)m foregolag summary should aake clear the indeterminacy

of the eMpirlcal e¥idenee bearing on the aioti vation-habit ac-

quisition Illation, fe have provious3.y noted that this lack of

<i$termiiiat@ efideuce Is paralleled bj broad differences asiong

theoretical forsiulatlons of the learning process. Further

'pro^r®s& in theoretical treatraents of the relations of motivation,

iaaTOlag, and performiic© can best be facilitated by such ad-

ditional eispirieal studies as to clear up the uncertainty which

results from, the conflict of the maze findings of Kendler and

others, as well as fross the opposing conclusions of experimenters

who have worked with Skinner box habits.

limong the Skinner bos investigations, only the Cumaiings

study attscteed the problem In its most direct form with an ap-

proximation of adequate controls. If we therefore accept Cuia-

mlngs' results as valid, we are left with the following situation!

Variations la h^ger strength of the order of ^ vs. 16 hours

during the learning of a Skinner box habit, to a practice level

©f 16 :i^iafore©ia^nts, produce no appreciable difference In the

strength of the learned habit. But this does not necessarily

mean that sljaiilar results would be obtained at ail levels of

hunger, and all levels of relnforceiaent. Indeed, so little is

known of the si^lflcanc© for learning of variations of oxotlva-

tlon, such as those produced by food deprivation periods of 3
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and 16 hour's, that it la possible to assime that over even such

wide ranges of food <l©px»ivatloii, effects on habit acquisition

may be furictionally equivalent. Bat it in further conceivable

tiast, at oertaixi eritioal points, variations in food deprivation

preceding tr*aining may produce different effects on habit ac-

quisition. Thus we siay say that Cumciings compared what iaost

experimenters would call ^low" and "moderate'' degrees of huiiger

aod that the next logical step would be an extenaion of the ex-

ploration o"ver a hi^xer eega&rtt of the food deprivation continuuni.

It is primariij tills that the present experiment was designed,

at least partially, to acGomplish. Whereas C-um.miiga coiaipar-ed

the effects of **low^ arid **moderate'' hixager on leanjin^^:, the

present expexdtaent seeks to compare the effects of hunger in-

tensities which iaost expeidsienters would regard as "moderate"

aad "high.**

fhe choice of periods of food deprivation within the areas

of '^moderate'' and ^'hi^^ intensities waa influeuced by several

considerations. Astong theae v/ere the findings of previous ex-

periinenta that the elicitation of already learned habits, that

is performance. Is differentially affected by deprivation periods

of thB order of 12 and 48 hours (14, 7, 4 ) and additionally that

12 hours deprivation iaaures that a large percentage of tiie

animals will attain the training ctlterlon, thereby avoiding the

possibility of a greatly different disoardal rate between the

two groups for failure to train.

If it is true, as seeaats possible, that the bar-depression
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response becomes maximally learned after a few trials, some

posatbility may exist that habits of only slightly different

strength might he built up mcker quit© varied drive conditions,

should the amousit of training approximate the limit of practice,

fhus, in srder to create optliaal opporttinity for a difference In

drive intensity during training to produce differential habit

acquisition, it was considered desirable to establish a level of

training which comld be confidently expected to fall far short

of the limit of practice* At the same time it would be neces-

sary to avoid reducing the number of training trials to so low a

level that a definite super- threshold habit would not be expected

to result. On the basis of general considerations suggested by

previous research (14, l;, it was felt that the above conditions

would be more or less satiafied by allowing the animals 5 rein-

forcements.

fhe present experiment was franisly exploratory in nature

with no specific hypotheses tmder test, fhe questions asked were,

1) If an equal member of reinforcements are given under "moderate"

and **Mgh** levels of hunger, will there be differences in the

training performance*^ and S) 'i^hen hunger level is then equalized,

will there be differences in the resistance to extinction of the

two groups?
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SUBJSCfS, APPAHATUS, AND PHOCEBIJRE

It will be recalled tiiat the pi^sent experiment was intended

to Investigate the question of wiietiier or not strength of moti-

vation during training affects habit acquisition in such a way

as to be quantifiable through measures of the resistance to ex-

tinetion of a bar-depression habit, A description of the subjects,

apparatus, and procedui:^ that were utilized in the attempt to

answer this question will be presented below.

Subjects

I'he subjects In this experiment were 85 male albino rats

from the Doke University psychology laboratory colony, the Duke

Hospital experimental sur^erj laboratory colony, and the Albino

Fams breeding company. The rats were obtained in groups of

litter-mates which were then equally divided between the two

experiitaental groups.

When ti'iey entered the experimental procedure at ages between

82 and 90 days, the weights of the rata ranged between 170 and

331 grams. Of the original B5 animals, one was aiscarded because

of an infection and 19 were discarded because of their failure

to i^et eitheji^iie habituation or traininf^ ci'iteria, leaving 65
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animals to complete th© procedure, 32 in the IS hour motivation

group and 33 la the 48 hour motivation group,

Appar*atu3

the experimental apparatus consisted of two modified Skinner

boxes of tti& sort described toy Bilaon (2} and an attached constant

speed wax-paper polygraph recording unit. In order to insure

that minute difrerences between the boxes would not produce

variations in scores between the groups, an equal number of rats

of each group was run in each box, and any particular rat had all

his experimental experieiice in the saaie box.

Each box consisted of a partially soundproofed 12-lnch

cubical behavioi^ compartjaent with a circular observation window

In the top. llluiaination of the interior of the box was provided

by placing a 6-watt lamp ©a the observation window, \?entilation

was achieved by directing a gentle stream of compressed, air

through the top of the behavior compartment, A water bottle

attached to the side wall of the coiapartment made water available

to the atiiaal throughout his stay in the box.

Protruding through the wall of the behavior compartment op-

posite the entry door was a horizontal brass bar approximately

3 mai, in diameter and 55 sim* in length, h shaped with the longer

se^ent parallel to the wall and approxiaiately 1 cai, out from

the wall. The bar was delicately pivoted so that a downward

pressure of 10 to 15 grams would depress it arid thereby close

the contacts of a mercury swltcn, which in turn activated the
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eleotric feeding device which was attached to the top of the box

on the outside, activation of the feeder caused one pellet of

food to be released, to fall through a tube and into a 1-1/4-inch

square feeding tray directly under the bar. A signal magnet on

the polygraph unit and an electric iapulse counter recorded each

bar-depression. -

The food pellets weiajied approxliaately .07 gram each and

Y/ere hard, cylindrical pellets compounded from ground i'urina

checkers and whole-wheat flour mixed with water according to the

proportions and caethods described by Koch and Daniel .{9}.

Procedure

The present experiment employed a 13-day procedure beginning

with an initial 7-day period which «fas devoted to setting up a

feediniS rhythm. Each rat on feeding rhyth?a lived in an individual

cage with water always available and with such environmental con-

ditions as lighting, tejsfperature, and noise level controlled

within reasonably close limits. At the sagie time each day, the

rat on feeding rhythm was pi»ovided ^Ith a sraall tray of food con-

sisting of raolst ground Purina checkers mixed with flour, iif ter

1/S hour the food tray was removed, typically with about half

its contents uneaten, and then no food was available to the

animal until the saia© time on the following day.

On the 8th and 9th days of the pi»oceduro the rats were fed

in the Skinner box. On these occasions the food consisted of a

large nuasber of the standard food pellets which were heaped in
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the food tray. and 1/2 hour «as allowed for the rat to eat, this

feeding occur-riLag at the same hour of the day as the previous

feedings*

pay in Ex-
perimental
Series

Hours
from
OM wX Ca m^XW14

12 hour
Group

48 hour
Group

Feeding Feeding

8-9 Box feeding Box feeding

10 0

12

Habituation
k Satiation

draining

Habituation
k Satiation

11

12 48
49 Satiation

Training
Satiation

13 ©3 Extinction Extinction

Oix the 10th day of the procedure, the animals were habitu-

ated to the sound of the feeding device and then satiated for

food. At the regular feeding ti-iie, each anlitial was placed in

the Skinner box with 3 pellets already resting in the tray. After

these had been consumed the experimenter manually operated the

feedini^; device, allowing one pellet to be released at a tiiae

.

When a total of ^0 pellets had been eaten, the animal was re-

turned to his home cage for a 16 minute period, after which the
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sam procedure was repeated until another 20 pellets had been

eaten. After finding and eating 40 pellets In the habituation

situation, most of the animals had acquir-ed a tendency to rush

to the tray and search for the pellet itoiiiediately, -^hen the

feeding device taade its click.

Satiation for food lituaediately followed habituation. In the

present experiment all satiations were carried out in a manner

similar to that described by Koch and Daniel, i^oist food and

water were made available to the rat for a period of 55 lalnutes.

If eating had ceased by that time, food was offered to the animal

by hand until no eating occurred for a period of two minutes.

The animal was then considered satiated, and it was observed

that In all cases the satiated animal curled up and went to sleep

within a few minutes following the cessation of eating.

fable I simaarizes the expex'iaaeatal procedure, and it will

be noted that the tisie of satiation was considered to be "zero"

hours hunger, the point from which all deprivation periods were

calculated. Training, w^ilch consisted of 5 reinforcements of

the bar-depression response, occurred for the "moderate'^ motiva-

tion group. Group I, 12 hours after satiation, and for the "high"

motivation groupt C?roup II, 48 hours after satiation.

During training each anisaal ms given 5 reinforcements in

the Skinner boic. In order to insure that, upon entry into the

training situation, the rat would orient toward the bar, a staall

quantity of Maoist food, approximately l/lO of a gram, was smeared

on tile panel iiamediately above the bar. In most instances several
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bar-depressions ocGurred before the rat sas credited with his

first reinforcement, th© criterion for the first reinforceaient

being a bar-depression imaiediatelj followed by finding and eating

the pellet. After the fifth reinforcement the rat was returned

to his home cage whei*e he remained until the second satiation,

which occurred 49 hours after the first satiation.

fhe bar-depression habit was extinguished for all the

animals S3 hours after the second satiation. During extinction

tests the feeding device was disconnected so that depression of

the bar resulted In only the very sligiit click of the i-apulse

eounter and si^al taagnet. A 5 sainute no-response criterion was

adopted as the standard of extinction.

Returning to Table I, it will be noted that the different

periods of tiiae between first satiation and training have the

consequence of causing the second satiation and extinction to

oecur 37 hours closer to training for the 48 hour group. This

procedure was chosen because, in view of the impossibility of

varying only the period of deprivation preceding training, it

seemed that any other procedural arrangement would involve an

even more undesirable confoixriding of variables, i^ong the

alternate possibilities would have been to have extinction fol-

low 49 hours after tiie first satiation, or to return the animals

to a feeding rhythm for several days between training and the

second extinction, l^he first of the alternative procedures

would have caused extinction to follow imiaediatery after train-

ing for Group II, and 37 hours after training for Group I, with
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probable result that the hunger level of the two groups at

extifictioii would be different due to the conauiaption of the

pellets received during tralniag, The second of the possibili-

ties noted above would have involved lengthening the experimental

procedure to 15 or aore days, and it was felt that the advantage

gained from the slightly more comparable extinction conditions

would be outweighed by the possible deterioration of the bar-

depression habit during the Intex'val, with consequent increase

in variability*





Since tbis experiaient investigates the relation between

motivation ana habit aequisition by varying motivation during

tralixlng and then equalizing Motivation during extinction, the

results fall into the two genera.! categories of training and

extinction data. In order to have a standard of comparison for

the group scores at these stages, however, »e must first present

data bearing on the equivalence of the groups before the experi-

aeatai variation of hunger strength.

Comparability of Groups

Measures obtainea before the introduction of the experl-

mental variable, level of aiotivation at trai.aing, siioula indicate

whether or not our groups of animals were sijailar. Table II

suiamariges the inforjaation concerning this question, and it will

be seen that comparisons of both the mean body weight of the

rats and the Biean weight of food eaten during the first satiation

produce only slight differences. It is of particular interest

that the means of food eaten at satistion are so nearly identical,

22mb gias« and 22.7 gas., and that the critical ratio of these

means is only .148, far short of significance at the 6 per cent
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level* This near ©quality of food eaten during satiation gives

us reason to assume that our '-zero** hours food deprivation was

closely similar for hoth experiiseatal groups. We conclude,

therefore, that witfe respect to body weight and food consumption

during satiation, our groups were cocaparable at the start of the

experiment.

TABLE II

Comparison of Groups With Respect to Body Weight

aafjd Food Eaten at the First Satiation

Factors Group I Group II G.R.

Mean body weight 244.8 goi. 239.2 gm. .693

Mean >^eight of food eaten
at the first satiation 25^.5 gm. 22.7 gm. .148

Trainini^^ data

From the training data we seek the answers to two questions:

1) Did the two groups receive an equivalent ai^ount of training

as indicated by nuabei* of reinforcements^' 2} Were thei'e any

differences in the speed of traiiiiag for the two groups which

operated under different strengths of motivation?

With refereiice to the first question it will be recalled





th&t ©aeh auisaX ms allowed 5 i^eiinfOi^ceaeats, but that in all

eases, oim laojp^ bar-depressloas pi?a©ed«d th© Tirat reinforc©-

mnt* From tke first atatiatlo la '^©Jsle III, we note bnat the

m&mn number of bssr-Oepr^ssloias d'oping tralniag, which is the

sam as th© uvmb&i? o£ pellets eaten duriiig training, was for the

low©!* motlvatim gi*oup 10•2 and tor tkm higher laotlvatloa group

10. 6, fh© ©ritioal ratio of these 'ai^ans Is ,015 Indicating

that th® 41fr«reii©@ In th© num-ber @r bar- depressions is ascrih-

to ehanc®. fherefore^ our results Indicate that both groxips

received an ©qui¥al®nt nuaiber of trials In training-

With regard to th© seoond question shove* Table III also

glides tm mean anh rjie^an total tralMa^ times for each group.

It will he noted that while mltim^ tim means nor the medians

differ for the two groups to the extent of statistical signifi-

eanee* hoth of fcheae diff©reneea are in the sikm edrection with

the larger being tim <liff®rence between the aedian training

times, 6,9 minutes for the ^^high** motimtion groups and 8»8

minutes for the ^%o<4©rate" group*

^he measure that has been used in similar Skinner box in-

vestigations (9, 14, to indicate the rat© of initial train-

lag perforiaaaee, 1© the tlm from the first to the fifth rein-

foreement* fable III Inelucies the mean tiaie from the first to

the fifth reinforcejaent for each of our groups, 3»4 tainutes for

0roup I and 2m^ minutes for Group II, producing a critical ratio

of 1,3, which has a probablllt/ value of about 10 per cent.





liable III

Mean Bai^-Depresslons Dui'ing I^rainin^,, Mean and Mediaa Training
Tif.ies, fuean i'i&ies iietweeo 1st and 5th aeiuforce.'nent , L'ean

Latencies of tlie 5th iiciiirovcenent, Himber Failing
^Ti^isilii^i Criterion, and tlie Critical -..atios

or All Means and kedians

Statistic

Mean nutaber of bar-
6epresalons during
training

12 hour
group

48 hour

10.2 10.6

C.R.

.015

Mean total train-
ing tim© 10.8 mill, 9.8 lain. .49

Median total
training time 8.8 sain. 6.9 jain. .92

M©an tixfle between
1st and 5th
reinforcement

3.4 min. 2.5 ^ain. 1.3

Mean lateocy of 6th
reinforceiaent .675 aiin. .307 min. 2.72

Muaber failing train-
ing criterion

A more detailed analysis of the difference in duration of

actual training is obtained by comparing the latencies of indi-

vidual reinforcements for each group. Figure I plots these

"learning curves" in seconds. The fox^ of the curves is siiuilar

although they do not overlap at any point. Ihe iri creasing

superiority of Gi'oup II as training progressed is quite evident,

the gap betweeii the curves opening from 7.8 seconds for the first
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reinforcement to ^S.l seconds for the 5th., Thus the mean latency

of tii'3 5th r-elafor-ceraent for Group I is 40.5 seconds and for

Group II IB. 4 seconds. Aa noted in Table III, the C.H, of the

difference is 2#7S which exceeds the requirev^at for statiatical

eigalficsxic© at the 1 per cent level,

therefore, t;hez^ is coaiplete coaaiatency aiaong the several

measures of training speed, and every obtained difference favors

Group II • I'he discrete *'lear.airig curves," with a statistically

slgjjiflCBnt difference in the latency of the fifth reinfcrceLient

,

furthi'sr point to the fact that the tYio groups operating, under

different aotivatioDal conditions performed at different speeds

during training s

Extinction data

In tills experliaent a 5 siinute no-response period was used

as tha criterion of extinction, and we ia&y, therefore, compare

the ©xtinction perforiaanees of the two groups with reference to

1 ) the number of non-rewarded bar-depressions preceding the

criterion, and 2) the period of time until the start of the 5

lalnut© criterion period, Jiince, as w© have indicated in the pre-

ceding chapters, performance is generally considered to be jointly

deter^ilned by strength of motivation and strength of habit, and

our groups entered extinction vYith approjcimately equal motivation,

as inferred fx*0M an equal number of hours of food deprivation

following the second satiation, any differences in tl-iese measures





of performance should reflect differences in the strength of the

bar-deproasioii habit.

•TABLE lY

Mean and Median Extinction Responses to the 5 Minute

Criterion and Critical Ratios

Measux^ of bar-
depressions pre- Group I Group II C.h.
cedla^ extinct iQi::^

Mean number of ext.
responses to the 20»3 22,8 .46*
criterion

Median number of ext.
responses to the 12.5 14.0 ,464
criterion

fable IV presents the BieariS and mediaris of extinction re-

sponses to the 5 minute criterion. For Group I, the mean is

SO, 3 and the median IS. 5, while for Oroup II, the mean is 22.

S

and the median 14.0. The differences of both these measures

yield critical ratios of d64, not significant at the 5 per cent

level. Figure II is a comparison of the distributions of ex-

tinction responses for the groups. Comparisons of tioie measures

to the criterion are presented in Table V, Mean extinction

tliaes are 10.4 minutes for Group I, and 12.2 minutes for Group

II, while the laedians are 9.4 for Group I, and 12.0 for Group II.
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The larger critical ratio Is that derived from the aifference

betweeri the median times, and that G*E« is .97, not large enough

to achieve slgairicaace at the 5 per cent level.

Table V

Mean and Median Sxtlnctlon Times to the Start

of the 5 :4inute Criterion

Statistic Group I Sroup II C.H.

lean extinction time 10.4 rain. 12.2 min. .74

Median extinction t±we& 9.4 min. 12.0 min- .97

fable ¥1

Coiapariaon of height of Food Eaten

at the Second Satiation

Group I Group II C.H.

Mean weight of food
eaten at the second 26.2 goi.

satiation
24.4 gm. 1.36

Since split-litters were used in tills experiment. one final

cOiapax»ison can be made between the extinction performances of
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the two groups. Among tiie 65 aniiaals that completed the experi-

ment, there wei'e 24 litter-aate pairs, with one caember in each

group, the other 17 rats being from litters with an odd number of

offspring. Of the 24 pairs, the Group I rat exceeded the per-

formance of his paired litter-aete in 10 pairs, the Group II rat

out-performed the gi'oup I rat in the reraaining 14 instances.

fherefore both the time and response rr^asures of extinction

perforiaaace suggest a slightly higher performance for the Group

II aniiaals, hut since none of the figures yield si^ificaot

differences, there is little reason to believe that any aiarked

differences in habit stx^eagth existed as between the two groups .

It will be recalled from the preceding chapter that our

procedures Involved a different length of time between training

and the second satiation, 57 hours for Group I and only 1 hour

for Group II. Though as we have seen in Table III, both groups

at© nearly the same number of pellets during training, the fact

that these pellets wex^ consumed so soon before satiation of

Group II Slight suggest that those animals would eat slightly

less than the others at that satiation. Tahle VI presents the

laean weight of food eaten at the second satiation, 26.2 .irams

for Gioup I, and 24.4 grams for Group II. The C.H. of the

difference is 1.36, which is less than the requirement for sig-

nificance at the 5 per cent level. However, it is evident that,

on the average, the Group II aniaals ate slightly less between

the two satiations and rai^ht in consequence be expected to per-

form slightly more during^ the subsequent extinction test.
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By way of suiatiary, then, our results show a superiority

in the speed of training perforraance of the '"high" motivation

group, and a near equivalence of the extinction performances

of the two groups.





« DISCUSSION

The role of motivation in habit acquisition has been studied

by several investigators in recent years (1, 3, 4, 7, S, 11, 13),

and different theoretical interpretations have been given the

incomplete empirical Information which is available. It is now

generally reco^ized that habit acqxiisition and habit utilization

may relate differently to motivational factors, and while there

is considerable agreement that strength of habit and current

drive ati'ength combine in some way to deterjoaine the level of

performance of already learned habits ;9, 14, 15), there is no

such agreement on the role of drive strength in habit acquisition.

Below we shall discuss the results of the present investigation

as they bear on the general issue of the relation of drive

strength and habit acquisition. Then, the attempt will be made

to analyze our results with respect to tiie findings of previous

investie;ations of tMs topic. Finally, sugi..estive InfoiTrnation

may be derived from a co^nparison of our results with results

obtained in previous Skinner box experiments which utilized

procedures relatively siaiilar to oar own.

Our results indicate that periods of 12 and 48 hours food
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deprivation prior feo training produce an effect on the rate of

traiiiiag performaiiee but no marked effect on the strength of the

learned habit. It will be recalled tnat Cumaiings found variations

of 3 and 16 hours food deprivation related to speed of perform-

ance in tralniiig but not to habit strength. Therefore, both ex-

periments produce evidence which suggests that strength of

motivation is directly related to speed of performance during

traloing but bears no relation to degree of learning. The pro-

cedure of the present experiment differed from that employed by

Cuntaings in several respects, one of them being that the level

of reinforcement in training was reduced from 16 to 5 trials.

In the expectation that this change would create optimal con-

ditions for obtaining any difference in habit strength wnich

might be jaediated by the strength of drive. The results show

that despite this procedural ehan^se, no :aore conclusive differ-

ences in the strength of habit were obtained in the present ex-

periment than in the Comings study. Therefore, we znust conclude

that level of stiotivation during training, within the ranw^e of 3

to 48 hours food deprivation, is not a major determinant of the

acquisition of habits. It will be recalled that the immediate

polBt of departure of the present experiment ^.ras a question sug-

gested by GiKaaiiings, namely whether or not at critical points on

the food deprivation continuuia, strength of motivation may exert

an influence on learning. Certainly the results of this experi-

ment favor ruling out such a possibility.

As «fas brought out in our introduction, tiiere is marked
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Inconststeiicy aaong the vailous experimental findine^s bearing

on tiae question of the relation of crive ati'en^th and habit ac-

quisition. The finciiai-,s of the Cieaaiings expertaient and the

present stud/ are in conflict with the conclusions of several

other investigators. Let us examine this conflict.

Previous experimentation in the area of drive strength and

habit acquisition problems has utilized essentially only two

types of situations, the Skinner box and the maze. Of the rele-

vant Skinner box studies only the results of the Flnan experiment

conflict with our own. This disagreejaent does not require fur-

ther discussion in view of the several inadequacies of Finan'a

methodology brou^t out by Cvm^iki^s and pr^eviously mentioned in

this report. With regara to the conflict with the findings of

maze investigators, it would, of course, be possible to hypothe-

size that Skinner box and isaze habits are qualitatively different

in such ways as to permit the role of drive in habit acquisition

to differ between them. This hypothesis would seea, however, at

the beat a last ditch suggestion to be avoided until the possi-

bilities for alternative explanations have been exhausted. There-

fore, we will examine the maze findings of MacDuff, 0»Kelly and

Heyer, and Seward in more detail.

MacDuff investir;ated the relation of strength of drive dur-

ing the learning of a multiple T-maze to the proficiency oemon-

strated in later releamlne-.. under equal arive conditions. She

found consistent though statistically insignificant differences

In relearnin^, which she interpreted as suggesting that stronger
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habits we2?e acquired ancLer 24 and 48 hour food deprivation than

under 12 hours. MacDuff attempted to coritrol tne possibility of

her X2 hour group receiving "massed practice, as compared to m..:

the others, by running her 12 hour group only every third reward ^1

period, a px'ocedure which gives more rewards than performances, ?

'

and thereby introduces an uncesirahie confounding of variables.

Because of triis procedural shortcoming, and the fact that her ob-

tained differences were insufficient to attain significance at

the 6 per cent level of confidence, MacJDuf

f

results are not

alone sufficient evidence to warrant the conclusion that drive

strength at thg_ tiae of learning is a major aetemlnaot of habit

acquisition .

0*Kelly and Heyer attacked the same problem using different

procedures, fhey trained 3 groups in running a straightaway

under drive conditions of 12 hours thirst, 36 hours thirst, and

36 hours thirst with a pre-nm drink, the last group being in-

tended as a control on the siassing of practice that occurred in

the case of the 15? hour group. Iheir intention was to equate

original training by discontinuing practice when the group median

running tiae showed no Improvemeiit on 3 successive trials. Then,

after 3 and 6 weeks, the 3 groups received 10 additional rewarded

trials la the straightaway, and the group mean running ttii^.es

during this releaming were taken as indications of habit strength,

0*Kelly and Heyer report large and significant differences in

speed of relearning the straightaway, and their conclusion la

that strength of motivation directly affects both speed of
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training performance and th© acquisition of habit. However, an

exafalnation of the exper-imental methodology r«veals so many pro-

cedural shortcomings ss to strongly suggest that the findings do

not warrant such a generalisation. I'his experiment attempted to

equate original practice through the use of a criterl on of im-

provement in running ti^nast and it is obvious that unless this

la achieved writh aecux'aey, the study is worthless. 0»Kelly and

Heyer report, however, "that this criterion was not accomplished

with any precision" (13, p. 469), Such an admission renders it

unnecessar:/ to read farther in the report, but that is not the

only inadequacy of the experiment. With liigh variability other

investigators have felt it necessary to use relatively large

samples, but in this experiment relearning testa ifere made on

groups as small as 7 rats, and extreme variability of scoi»es was

obtained.. Even in original leaCTiiag witn 20 animals in the 12

hour group, we uote that between the second and tenth training

trials, tiie scores fail to Improve, and in fact become slower.

Helter-skelter variability, such as is found throughout those

results which are reported by Individual trials, suggests that

either controls were lax, or the groups far too small for the

produe%l©n of reliable data. Therefore, because original train-

ing was not accurately equated, and because the degree of vari-

ability of results is excessive, 0»IC©lly and Meyer »s conclusions

aeem to be unwarranted*

fh© last of the experiments, which seem at first inspection

to conflict with our finding that strength of motivation is not
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a prime determinant of the degree of habit acquisition, is the

investigation performed by Seward and his associates. Inspection

of this study x^eveals, however, that it is not i-^elevaiAt to the

question of the effect of motivation on habit acquisition, de-

spite Seward '3 attempts to make inferences bearing on the effect

of drive on habit growth,

fhe explicit aim of the experiment was "to -neasure the

relative ease of habit revex»sal by satiated and appropriately

motivated rats" ill, p. ?]• To do this, 3 groups of i»at3 were

first trained to go to one end box of the 'P-raaze for a water

reward, fhei, the ixiceative was shifted to the other end box,

and 2 of the groups were giver* forced runs, which were intended

to allow theai to ieam the revex'sed location of the reward, the

third group was a aonti*ol. Daring this "reversal training,"

one group received its forced runs while sated for water, the

other group while 22 hours thirsty. Finally, the third statue of

tiie experiineiit consisted of allowing all 3 groups free runs,

and the number of '^correct** choices was tabulated for each group,

'Bie results were that the control group jiade the fewest

'^correct^ reSi Onses. The group given reversal training when

sated did soiaewhat better, and the 22 hour gi»oup performed best

of all.

Seward concluded that the sated ani^aals had learned sorae-

thlng, and the highly xiiotivated animals had learned more. vVhile

this conclusion aiay be justified, tne experiment is then a deoion-

stration of the relative efficacy of latent learning and
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reirn'opcement learning, and It throws no light on the relation

of level of drive and habit acquisition, as contrasted to level

of reward and hahit acquisition.

We have an&ijrssd the experiments whose results seemed nost

clearly to contradict our eoncldsion that level of motivation

during training, within the rang© of 3 to 48 hours food depriva-

tion, is not a major deter^ainant of the acquisition of habits.

Examination of the procedures employed in aiaze experiments leads

ns to tiis coneluslon that there is no detemlnate evidence op-

posing our fiadiag, and we have already seen that Finan's x*esults

were obtained under relatively uncontrolled conditions. There-

fore, in the absence of furtner empirical data, m accept the

hypothesis that strength of drive during learning Is a determin-

ant of speed of training but not of degree of learning.

Sine© several previous Skinner box ©xperifflients have utilized

procedures to one degree or anotiier coaparabl© to our owa, it

may be useful for coiaparati ve purposes to examine the results

of several studies together. It will be recalled tiiat the re-

sults of the preseiit experdcaent sa^;^;est that period of deprivation

preceding training is a determinant of speed of performance dur-

ing training, but not necessarily a deteruiinarit of amount of

learning.

We have indicated that a sizeable nusaber of studies devoted

to motivation, learning, and performance relations have used

closely similar Skinner box techniques. The experiments in

question which are siost directly coisiparable are the Perin-
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lilllams, Koeii-Daniel, Saltzman, and Guminlngs studies. Although

the first three of these are concerned with the relation of drive

and perfomaoee, riither than drive and learning, certain of the

sub-groups involved in the Perin-filliams experiment, and all

the groups from thB others, were run under conditions which make

possible a suggesstive comparison with our results.

The data eoisparisoas which we shall make fall into the two

categories of raeasures of initial trairdng perfonaance and

measures of resistance to extinction. Table VII sutiunarizes the

data on measures of tirae from the first to fifth reinforcements,

derived froin five Skinner box experioients, Ihese figures may be

©xpeeted to be comparable since in the Koch-Daniel and ialtzoian

experiments, the attempt was made to duplicate Perin's procedures

and apparatus, and both the Gusfeaings study and the present experi-

ment were patterned largely on this same procedural outline.

From Table VII it may be seen that the slowest training perform-

ance of the several groups was obtained from CuiJKnings 3 hour

group, and that the three 25 hour groups, from experiments by

Perla-Williams, Koeh-Daniel, and Saltzman, performed during

training at a faster rate, which was very similar, in fact, to

the performance rate of the 48 hour group from the present ex-

periment. Thus, within the rani:>e of variability that would be

expected to result from the use of slightly different rats and

techniques, the combined data suggest that speed of training

performance is related to level of hunger, as defined by prior

period of food deprivation. It should be noted that the figures
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TABm VII

Comparison of Initial Learning Data From

Several Skiaaer Box £jQ>erii3ients

Experiraent
Hours food
depriva-
tion

Number
of
animals

Mean tiiae from
1st to 5th re-
inforcement

Cummings 40 5.19 min.-w-

Present experiment 12 32 3.43 min.

16 40 4.37 lain.*

Perin-Wllllams 23 460 2.28 tain.**

SaXtzman es 120 2,56 aiin.

Koch-Daniel es 32 2.57 min.

Present experiment 40 33 2.56 siin.

» Approximate figure derived from a graph.
|>ata fro® the two experiments is here combined.

for Ctimsaings* groups were obtained by interpolation frora values

Bim quoted for latencies in groups of four, and therefore

they are approxisiations of obtained values.

To carry our comparison farther. Tables VIII and IX present

measures of resistance to extinction obtained by Perirj, Cumfaings,

«uad the present experimenter, under the soiaiewhat varied con-

ditions of hunger at training and level of reinforcement that

are indicated in the tables. Since the group differences in the

Cua^aings study and the present experiment proved to be statis-
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fABIM ¥111

Comparison of Median Humber or Responses to the 5

Minute Criterion Froia Several Bxperinients

Study
Hunger
at
training

Heinforce-
meats in
training

Number
of
animals

Hunger
at
extinct

,

ae di an
extinct,
responses

Williams 23 S 22 9.0

Present exp. 12 a; 48 5 65 23 13.25*

Perin 23 16 40 23 29.5

G5-ua£Eings 3 & 16 16 30 23 14.5-x-

-* An average of both ©xpei»imental ^^oups.

tically iiisignifleant, we have averaged all the aniaxals in each

of these experiaaents.

Cc»apari3on of the data in Tables VIII and IX may be sub-

jected to analysis fi»om two points of view. One possibility

would be to assurae that the substantially negative conclusion of

our own and the Gunioiings study, with respect to the detertaination

of degree of habit acquisition by strength of hunger, is correct,

and in line with this, to examine the iapll cations of the com-

parisons with respect to level of reinforcement. The other

possibility would be to adopt no pre-determined attitude concern-

ing the efficacy of hunger in regulating habit acquisition, and

to examine the implications of the laaterial with respect to this

question. By i^eference to tables VIII and IX, it will be noted
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TABIM IX

Comparisons of Mean Extinction Time Scores Froai the

GvayEissaiags Study and the Present Ejcperiment

Hunger iieinforce- Hunger Mean ex-
Study at aients in at ex- tinction

training training tinction time

Guaiisings @ h 16 16 %S 11.6 tain. -Ji-

Present exp. 12 & 48 5 29 ll. 3 min.-s-

«*Aa airerag© of botJa experimental groups.

that there are only very small differences between the resistance

to extinction scores obtained by Ousamings and by us, ae spite the

fact that IS md b reinforcements were usea in the two experi-

aents, respectively* One difference of procedure, however, raay

so^aewhat vitiate the significance of this comparison. Cumraings

removed the rats from the box after each of the first two bar-

depressions ourin^^ extinction, for a one !ad.nute period of

^^spontaneous recovery,^* a procedure Perin had used. The present

methodology did not include this step. In general, one raight

expect that such an operation would depress the obtained measures

of resistance to extinction. There is, however, no aeterminate

way of evaluating the extent to which Uiis procedural difference

affects the significance of the comparison, and the comparison

should, therefore, be regarded as havinej only suggestive signifi-

cance

«

fhe earlier Ferin and Wiliiacns data, it will be recalled.
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served as the chief source for Hull»s discussion of primary

motivation (5, p. 226-256). Hhe Ferin values have already been

questioned at low levels of hunger (9, 15), and it remains to

be seen whether or not the values Perin obtained, as functions

of number of reinforcements, will stand under further experi-

mental scrutiny, fable VIII may suggest part of the answer,

since it contains Perin value for 23 hours hun^ver and 16 rein-

forceaients, which is markedly higher than Cammings' value for

equal deprivation and reinforcement, although Williams' value for

£3 hours hunger and 5 reinforcements is below the finding of the

present experiment for tiiese levels. Table IX suggests that not

only do the Cuamlngs study and the pi»esent experiraent obtain

closely similar values for number of extinction responses to the

5 minute criterion, but they also find time until the criterion

very similar, although 16 and o reinforceoients were used in the

two experiments, which, according to the Perin function, should

have produced sizeable differences.

If m should just hypothetically assume that strength of

drive during training is a relevant factor in detemining later

resistance to extinction, the Cuiaiiings and Perin data in Table IX

might be interpreted as due to the difference of 3 and 16 hours,

as compared to 23 hours hunger, at training. Although this

assumption is a possible one, it is highly improbable in the

ll^t of the a^ypeement of our data and the data from the Cuiaaings

expe riment.

Cumcain^s and the present experimentei' used the same apparatus.
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and rats which seem to have bean similar when compared on the

basia of amouat of food eaten at satiation, numbej? of bar-de-

pressions preceding the first reinforcexi^nt, and the measures

presented above. Bat, despite the use of two considerably dif-

ferent levels of reini'orceiiient, the two experiiaents obtain no

ccffliipelling differences in resistance to extinction. This find-

ing would be iii marked conflict with the conclusion which Perin

basea on his own and Williams* data, to the effect that resist-

ance to extinction is a positive growth function of the number

of reinforcements. There fox^e, one sug^iestion for future research

which eiaei'ges from the coinparison of the present findings with

the results of earlier studies is the aesirability of additional

investigations of the role of level of reiiiforceraent in the de-

tex'^nation of habit stx*engtk.

SuaEBiary

X'he present experiment is concerned with the role of strength

of motivation, during training, in the determination of strength

of habit. Our procedui^ was to ^ive equal training in the

Skinner box to groups of rats under conditions of 12 and 48 hours

food deprivatioii, and then to test the resistance to extinction

of the leai'ned habit. Our results indicate that strength of

motivation at the time of traii-iing is a deter^iiinant of the rate

of performance during training, but not an appreciable determin-

ant of habit acquisition.

W» discussed these findini^s in relation to previous stuuies
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in the area of siotivation aad learning, and concluded that tliere

is ao determinate evidence whicii contradicts our results. Goai-

parlsons of our data ritb data frora previous experiments were

made, and tiiese comparisons led to the followint; conclusions;

1) 1?here is consideralile evidence to support our aug^sestion that

drive strength does affect rate of performance during training;

2) Drive sti*ongth during leai^ing seeias substantially unrelated

to habit acquisitioii, within wide ranges of drive levels; and

3) Perin's assumption of an orderly exporiential relation between

number of reiaforcefaents and ^^owtn of habit strengtn is called

Into question in view of the evidence frois both the Cusoiidngs

study and the present one.
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